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Let the positive quaternary quadratic form F— 2Zu- i bijXiXj, 
where 6»y are integers and bij = bji, have its hessian equal to H'. Then 
it can be shown that every positive quaternary quadratic form whose 
hessian is H' is equivalent to a form F in which bu —: (4iï')1/4> 2| 6»y| 
=:&n,i = 2, 3, 4, and bnF— ( 2 J * - I ftiytfy)2 *s a reduced positive ternary 
quadratic form T = 2 w - ^ « ^ ^ whose hessian is b\xH'. Further if 
on = 2, we may take ôi/èO, 5 2 3^0 and J B ^ M —523^24 èO, and in case 
2*23 = 0 we may choose #241=0. A form satisfying these conditions is a 
reduced form. 

This paper is concerned with the determination of the positive 
forms / o = y^Xi-1 CijX&h in which Cij = Cji, Cu and 2cij are integers, 
which are universal. For the case in which c^ = 0 if i?*j the forms 
which represent all positive integers have been determined by 
Ramanujan.1 L. E. Dickson2 considered those forms in which £iy = 0, 
7 = 2, 3, 4. Since the minimum positive integer which is represented 
by/o is 1, this form is equivalent to a form ƒ whose first coefficient is 
1. Let F=2f= ]Cti»i &ij%tXjf where a»7 = ay»- are integers, #n = 2 and 
au^O (mod 2), be a reduced form whose hessian is H. Then 4f=*X2 

+ T where X = ]£*-1 <hi*/and T= Ysh^AijXiXj (Aij-anaij—anfiu) 
is a reduced positive ternary quadratic form whose hessian is 4iT. 
Since ƒ is universal, 4 / represents all positive multiples of 4. The 
minimum positive integer M which is represented by the ternary 
T is ^ 8 and = 0 or 3 (mod 4). Hence M~3, 4, 7 or 8. 

The ternary form3 MT= U2 + Q where U = MX2+A2ZXS+A24XA, and 
Q = ^#3+2£#3#4+C#2

t is a reduced binary quadratic form whose hes
sian is 4MH, and where A—MAzz—Alz, B = MAu—A2sA24 and 
C^MAu—A^ while 21-4231 and 2|^L24| are each £M. We may 
choose A23^0 and 5 ^ 0 , while if -423 = 0, we may take ^24^0 . 

The least positive integer A which is represented by Q if M=3 is 
^ 2 4 and = 0 or 8 (mod 24). If M=4, A ^ 4 8 and = 0 or 12 (mod 16) 
if .423 = 0, and A =12 or 8 (mod 16) if .423 = 2. For I f = 7 , 4 ^ 8 4 and 
= 0, —4, —8, or —16 (mod 28) according as -423 = 0, 1, 2 or 3. Finally 
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if M=8, A ^160 and A - 0 , 8, 16, 20, 24 or 28 (mod 32). It follows 
that the number of reduced universal forms is finite. 

The problem has not been completely solved, since there are a 
number of forms for which, as yet, only empirical results have been 
obtained. The methods used are, largely, those used by L. E. Dickson. 
The results have been put in tabular form and are being sent to Pro
fessor Dresden for deposit in the library of the Society. Table I gives 
those forms, 1417 in number, which have been proved to be universal. 
Since the definition given for a reduced form does not always yield 
a unique reduced form for each class, certain of the forms in this table 
will be equivalent. In table II are listed those forms which satisfy 
the necessary conditions for universality, but which fail to represent 
certain integers. These integers are specified in the table. 
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